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ABSTRACT

The operating mode of a software developed for acquisition and

storing nuclear spectra is fully described in this paper. The program

is to be used in a system with a 92X Spectrum Master where the

communication is made via serial port (RS-232-C standard).

Keywords: Gamma-ray spectrometry, 92X Spectrum Master, Serial port,

IBM-PC.
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RESUMO

No presente artigo se apresenta uma descrição detalhada de um

programa desenvolvido para a aquisição e armazenamento de espectros.

Este programa aplica-se a um sistema composto de um 92X Spectrum

Master onde a comunicação se faz através da porta serial (RS-232-C

standard).

Palavras chave: Espectrometria gama, 92X Spectrum Master, Porta

serial, IBM-PC.
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Introduction

The Nuclear Physics Supervision at the Nuclear Engineering

Institute has recently acquire a 92X Spectrum Master. This instrument

includes: amplifier, bias supply, automatic pole-zero adjustment, ADC

with 16384 channels, non-volatile data memory and when connected to

a high purity germanium detector (HPGe) and to an IBM compatible

personal computer (through an interface hardware) it becames a

powerful gamma spectrometry system.

The interface hardware is a card with 10 ft cable to be plugged

in a computer. When greater distances are required, or in absence of

this card, a serial port has to be used and this is also provided on

the rear panel of the 92X SM.

The communication with the 92X Multichannel Buffer via serial

port (RS-232-C standard) is made by sending specific command records,

which are listed (more than one hundred) in the appendix B of the

Hardware Manual [1].

The goal of this work was to develop a computer code to

establish the communication via serial port, in an easy-to-use form,

including the main commands for setting and controlling the 92X

Spectrum Master (SM). Full description of the software is described

bellow.

Description of the code

The main menu is presented in a normal sequence that anybody can

use it when setting the 92X SM for the first time, i.e, selection of

the number of channels, switching on the power supply, setting the

amplifier parameters such as shaping time, gains, etc. and finally,

using the controls for erasing and accumulating gamma spectra.

To start the execution of the program type DATSI. If the COM2



is not used add /X, where X is the serial port number. A display of

Fig. 1 will appear in the monitor.
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Select :
Initialize
Number of channels
Detector voltage
Amplifier
Erase
Counts
Store spectrum
Other command
Quit

Figure 1. Main menu of the DATSI software.

Initialize

When typing the letter I the command initialize is sent to 92X

SM. This resets all internal hardware and marks the stabilizer gain

channel, gain width, zero channel and zero width as undefined. Also

it disables the high voltage and the gain stabilization and sets

window and gain conversion to 16384, the amplifier coarse to 10, fine

gain to 0.4, and so on. For more detail see reference 1.

Selection of the number of channels and gain

The default setting is for 16384 channels; however, the

following channels: 512, 1024, 2048, 4096 and 8192 could be used.



When using other than 16384 channels the program will ask to enter

the start channel and, the conversion gain. See example:

<16384>:? 4096

start channel: ? 0

Conversion gain:< 4096> ?

Detector voltage

This command is to enable or to disable the power supply for the

detector but it only works when the shut-down protection is used.

Amplifier

By pressing the letter A the amplifier menu is called, see

below:

AMPLIFIER MENU
Select:

Shaping time
Coarse gain
Fine gain
Enable pole-zero adjustment
Begin pole-zero adjustment
Disable pole-zero adjustment
Main menu

They are only two choices for setting the shaping time of the

amplifier and these are: 2 (short) or 6 (long) microseconds.

The coarse gain can be selected from 10 to 1000 and the fine

gain from 0.4 to 1.

The automatic adjustment of the pole-zero can only be done for

detectors with no transistor-reset preamplifiers. After enabling the

pole-zeroing press letter B to start the automatic adjustment and

when finish it, press letter M to go to the main menu.



Erase menu

Before doing a new acquisition (new spectrum) make sure that all

data in the channels and in the counter are set to zero (deleted).

All the options are presented below:

DELETING MENU
Select :

Data
Counter
Both, data & counter
Presets
All
Main menu

Counting

To preset the time for counting, type the letter C in the main

menu. The counting menu will appear in the screen. In this program

only the real and live time has been considered for acquisition.

After selecting the time of counting, press the letter B to start

accumulating and press S to interrupt the counting. It is always

recommended to check, in the 92X SM display, the status of the

equipment.

COUNTING MENU
Select:

Live count
Real count
Begin counting
Stop counting
Main menu

Store spectrum

When a STORE.EXE program from EG&G ORTEC (MINIGAM package)

version 2.30 is available, it is possible to use another option in

the main menu. To call this option run the program DATSI with /S.



To request this option, type the letter S. Then, the program

will ask to enter a name for the accumulated spectrum and,

afterwards, the sample and detector descriptions (up to 60 characters

each) . This program allows also to store the spectrum with the

calibration parameters used. To perform this it is necessary to

create, by using any simple editor (ASCII), a file called

PARAM_SM.CAL and to add the values of the linear and angular

coefficients in the first and second lines, respectively.

Other command

As it was mention above there are more than one hundred commands

which can be used by pressing the letter O in the main menu. When

using this option the respond code will appear in the screen for 2

seconds.
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APPENDIX

Installation

The software already described comes with the main program

called DATSI.EXE and with three other files: 92XSM.PIF, PARAM_SM.CAL

and INSTALL.BAT.

The install.bat copies the files from a floppy disk to a hard

disk, in the MCA directory. In case of using the option of store

spectrum be sure that the message directory exists as well as the

file CONFIG.DAT in the MCA directory. Also, if the spectrum is to be

stored with the calibration parameters do not forget to edit the file

PARAM_SM.CAL and enter the coefficients.

The 92XSM.PIF file is to work under windows environment (WIN

3.1) and, if the STORE.EXE is available, be sure to run windows in

standard mode (WIN /S). It is possible to run in enhance mode but it

will be necessary to set the programme STORE.EXE to run in full

window and to block the EMS memory (run PIF editor).
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